Free read Come the night christina skye Copy

with all england trembling at his criminal exploits a highwayman finds himself undefended against the beauty of silver st clair who seeks his aid in recovering her family s precious formula for an exquisite perfume jamee night was a kidnapping victim when she was a little girl and now her family fears the heiress and businesswoman may be in danger again unknown to her they hire kidnapping expert ian mcall to protect her and soon the two are drawn together in ways new to the reserved jamee meanwhile the threat to jamee is coming closer to the rocky coast as yuletide draws near under the watchful eye of the ghosts of draycott abbey just when she s on the brink of losing her scottish estate a woman is saved by a mysterious stranger who claims that he is a medieval knight american travel expert kiera morissey is adept at getting in and out of tight spots but when a deathbed promise brings kiera back to draycott abbey she meets rugged scotsman calan mackay and her life is changed forever for fifteen years changed by turns to a swift creature of night calan has used his deadly strength and speed to protect but he wakes with bruises on his body and blood on his hands and kiera may be the key to getting his life back calan stirs emotions in kiera that she s never felt before getting in and out may be her skill yet she finds it impossible to leave the abbey until she unraveled its mysteries and calan s dark secret but will the shadows from the past and an ancient vow of evil threaten the future they may have together sometimes appearances aren t what they seem grace lindstrom has followed her fiance across three continents starry eyed in love and full of hope but when grace realizes the life she s been living is nothing but a lie she returns home to summer island the sleepy town where she grew up to put the pieces of her life back together by day she perfects rare chocolate recipes for a new book by night she helps her father at his veterinary clinic until the moment sam walker comes into her life just home from duty in afghanistan sam has too much baggage of his own to deal with a heartbroken chef but when a violent storm traps them together for a night he learns there s more to grace than he imagined and suddenly she s all that matters complex and multi faceted skye has written one finely crafted very romantic love story publishers weekly on bride of the mist a delightful story about healing forgiveness and love all neatly wrapped up in a ball of yarn 1 new york times bestselling author debbie macomber annie o toole has a past the last time annie saw sam they were lying in each other s arms beneath a canopy of stars now annie paces a secluded airfield at midnight awaiting the arrival of an unmarked navy helicopter her assignment get this navy seal back into fighting form pronto and keep his identify a secret but who s going to protect her from a man who looks at her as if she were a stranger and who doesn t remember the one night she ll never forget his name is sam mckade six foot four inches of tough trained professional sam risked his life in an act of rare courage saving a busload of schoolchildren from certain death but becoming america s newest media hero can be dangerous for a man with an undercover past sam could do a lot worse than this secluded beach resort ditto the sexy therapist who seems maddeningly familiar if he only knew where or when but he s about to find out as a dangerous enemy surfaces out of his shadowed past leaving a trail of bodies right to annie s door now the rugged seal who doesn t believe in love or commitment is about to risk everything because for sam mckade protecting this woman this extraordinary woman has become the most important mission of his life knitting is a way of life the twenty first wish by debbie macomber widow anne marie roche and her adopted daughter ten year old ellen have each written a list of twenty wishes on which they included learning to knit like many of their wishes it s come true and now they knit every day but ellen has quietly added a twenty first wish that her mom will fall in love with tim ellen s birth father who has recently entered their lives knitting is a passion coming unraveled by susan mallery when robyn mulligan s dreams of becoming a broadway star give way to an intense longing for her childhood home she decides it s time to make a fresh start back in texas running her grandmother s knitting store but the handsome hot tempered t j pasman who s joined the shop s knitting circle isn t making it easy if he can learn to trust robyn and overcome his tragic past they just might discover a passion like no other knitting is a comfort return to summer island by christina skye after a devastating car accident caro mcneal finds healing on oregon s sleepy summer island where she s warmly embraced by a community of knitters she also finds meaning and purpose in the letters she exchanges with a marine serving in afghanistan but when life takes another unexpected turn will caro untangle her fears and pick up the threads of hope come the dawn continues the story of the aristocratic delamere family that readers were
captivated by in come the night this time the focus falls on india the beautiful and headstrong sister of come the night s hero luc delamere who falls in love with the rakish devlyn carlisle they meet briefly and innocently as children and again ten years later when as adults they fall deeply into a passionate affair the napoleonic wars soon tear devlyn away but not before the two are joined in a secret wedding bond when devlyn is betrayed by a comrade in arms and presumed dead india swears to continue her life alone without the love that she prized above all else until one night a stranger with a familiar smile appears in a crowded ballroom and india is plunged into a mystery to discover who betrayed devlyn and to find a way to love again a collection of three stories about love and knitting includes susan mallery s coming unraveled in which robyn mulligan returns home to run her grandmother s knitting store and meets handsome t j passman enchantment the search for a priceless painting drew kacey mallery to draycott abbey the lure of white hot passion holds her there could enigmatic lord draycott guard the key to her past and the promise of her future bridge of dreams behind the walls of a beautiful english abbey cathlin o neill is forced to confront deepest sorrow and the ghosts of an ancient love as she and rugged bodyguard dominic montserrat haunted by his own shadowed past race against time to solve a centuries old mystery and free a forgotten passion that burns anew once raised to defend a doomed scottish queen the cameron sword lies hidden guarded by a deadly curse only the bravest dare seek the fabled blade and the rare treasure it contains a british earl with gypsy blood in his wild youth alexei cameron shared an extraordinary night with a beautiful stranger who vanished with the dawn now she is back in his life bound to him in a chilling mission a tour guide at beautiful draycott abbey and an expert on ancient weaponry joanna russell had good reasons for abandoning alex after their unforgettable night of passion but she must forget her haunted past to solve the puzzle of the lost cameron sword confronting dark secrets and an enemy who knows too much to find their treasure alex and joanna must fulfill their destiny set centuries before for the key to an ancient mystery lies in a passion reborn and in a haunting love too long denied christmas knight as christmas approaches hope o hara is in desperate straits unless she can find paying guests for the house she has lovingly restored she ll lose it to creditors enter one literal knight in shining armor valiant and virile ronan macleod who is swept 700 years through time to save hope from a potentially fatal accident and to discover a passion for the ages moonrise new devastated by a colleague s death and drawn to a thirteenth century mystery fbi agent sara nightingale arrives at draycott abbey for research and a much needed getaway only there she meets navarre a warrior from the crusades who has been sent forth to avenge the guardian ghost of the abbey navarre and sara cannot deny the centuries old connection they feel or the danger that surfaces from both the past and the present nell macinnes can spot a forgery from a mile away after all she learned from the best her father is one of the art world s most notorious thieves his brutal beating by the very authorities who claim to keep the world safe from harm taught her one more valuable lesson trust no one the last thing rugged navy seal dakota smith needs on his mission is a tempting woman he doesn t trust but a sketch by leonardo da vinci has gone missing and the art conservator s skill in detecting forgery would be invaluable if only her ties to the criminal world are as dead as she says they are soon an edgy partnership and white hot attraction are forged between nell and dakota as they race to draycott abbey to track down a ruthless criminal with terrorist ties before time runs out and the da vinci is lost forever ex cop gina ryan traded in her smith wesson to follow a dream now she s creating decadent desserts aboard a luxury cruise ship in the caribbean but a gorgeous passenger is about to send her perfect world up in smoke trace o harlan is a hard edged navy seal under strict orders to take some high seas r r there s a shipload of women in bikinis eager to help him unwind so why can t he take his mind off the stubborn pastry chef with an attitude the size of montana when a dangerous assassin from trace s past appears gina and trace must join forces to save the ship s guests the clock s ticking and they ll need every weapon at hand from body armor to chocolate ganache teal eyed enchantress barrett winslow fled through the gaslit london streets staked by a ruthless enemy in search of a secret she can never reveal and when fate tosses her into the arms of an exotic stranger she finds herself swept away to a brazen steamy paradise that hides deadly secrets and forbidden passions fierce protector or dark betrayer to london s elite and powerful he is deveril pagan viscount st cyr envied by all men and desired by all women but in the mist covered emerald hills of ceylon he is called the tiger sahib and for him the priceless fabled ruby is only a curse its blood red facets pulsing with savage power that drive men to unquenchable greed and women to unspeakable desire lovers bound by dark destiny from the glittering corridors of london s elite to the wind swept shores of colonial ceylon they tried to flee their fierce fate which throbbed in the crimson heart of the legendary

2023-03-18
jewel driving the lovers to stolen passion and unthinkable evil in the sultry tropical night for there only one man
stands between barrett and the darkness and he might just be the greatest threat of all forget about counterterrorism
organized crime and money laundering female fbi agent summer mulcahey is about to enter the terrifying world of
ballet classes science tutorials and carpooling after working six months straight on a hideous kidnapping case all
summer mulcahey wants is a serious dose of sun surf and sangria instead she gets her craziest assignment yet going
undercover as a nanny for the family of san francisco s female da who s poised for a splashy high society wedding to
the country s most popular senator code name nanny is classic christina skye sexy riveting and unforgettable forever
fated to wander within the grounds of his beautiful english abbey adrian draycott has given up all hope of peace but
when gray mackenzie appears with all her secrets and charm the winds of danger and earthly desire suddenly find
this sexy spirit turning all male flesh and blood american heiress jamee night returns to the highlands of her ancestors
determined to put her dark memories to rest but when danger closes in only rugged scotsman ian mccall can protect
jamee from her disturbing dreams and an icy killer bent on revenge now a generations old promise with some
otherworldly help is pulling them toward a powerful and timeless destiny a year 2000 computer glitch got her 1
million and a cowboy and the wildest adventure of her life p r whiz tess o mara is burned out she s looking for a
change something wild and crazy the year 2000 has arrived and that s when the trouble begins a computer glitch has
deposited one million dollars into her bank account problem is it s somebody else s money somebody who s willing to
kill to find it and tess has already spent a big chunk of it on a new wardrobe and a powder blue mercedes convertible
suddenly tess is running for her life as fast and as far as she can go until she reaches the sleepy desert town of almost
arizona sheriff jake mccall a dead ringer for mel gibson is there to catch her as she careens into town and collapses
from heatstroke in his arms jake s prepared for anything except the spoiled city slicker with trouble in her wake the
last thing he expects is to fall for her but as danger tracks tess to her door something unexpected happens that will
transform two very different people and one dusty dead end town forever when her friends order her to take a
vacation successful chef jilly o hara is less than enthused she may be overworked but a trip to the mountains is not her
idea of fun especially when she s roped into an outrageous scheme to pose as a happy bride all to fulfill the kindly
resort owner s dreams of once again hosting a lavish wedding but the ruggedly handsome make believe groom may
just make it tolerable walker hale has kept to himself since his return from active duty but the next thing he knows
he s also playing along with the wedding charade even this jaded loner isn t immune to jilly s quirky charm or her
beauty but vacations have to end sometime and they ll soon have to decide if the feelings between them were more
than pretend the excelsior hotel and casino built in las vegas in 1960 by mobster louis the lip lafica for decades the
towering hotel has been the subject of incredible stories and rumors that have kept it in the public eye the world
around why have so many lovers been mysteriously magically magnetically drawn to this magnificent edifice and
why now have so many bestselling authors at last come together to reveal the adventures of these lovers who have
stayed at the glorious excelsior a woman of rare passion when maggie kincade arrives at draycott abbey she is stunned
to find that the weathered stone walls offer a safe haven from the dangers of her past the tranquil english manor
soothes her troubled soul until her peace is shattered by the tall sexy scotsman who claims he s been sent to protect
her from the start maggie bristles under jared macneill s piercing scrutiny yet his very touch jolts her heart and soul
he s also playing along with the wedding charade even as a happy bride all to fulfill the kindly
resort owner s dreams of once again hosting a lavish wedding but the ruggedly handsome make believe groom may
just make it tolerable walker hale has kept to himself since his return from active duty but the next thing he knows
he s also playing along with the wedding charade even this jaded loner isn t immune to jilly s quirky charm or her
beauty but vacations have to end sometime and they ll soon have to decide if the feelings between them were more
than pretend the excelsior hotel and casino built in las vegas in 1960 by mobster louis the lip lafica for decades the
towering hotel has been the subject of incredible stories and rumors that have kept it in the public eye the world
around why have so many lovers been mysteriously magically magnetically drawn to this magnificent edifice and
why now have so many bestselling authors at last come together to reveal the adventures of these lovers who have
stayed at the glorious excelsior a woman of rare passion when maggie kincade arrives at draycott abbey she is stunned
to find that the weathered stone walls offer a safe haven from the dangers of her past the tranquil english manor
soothes her troubled soul until her peace is shattered by the tall sexy scotsman who claims he s been sent to protect
her from the start maggie bristles under jared macneill s piercing scrutiny yet his very touch jolts her heart and soul
a highland hero with a granite code of honor jared arrives at the hauntingly beautiful abbey under protest vowing
this assignment will be his very last but he is enchanted by the breathtaking american assigned to his care for beneath
her bravado he senses a woman desperately in need of help despite all his honorable vows maggie s bravery intrigues
him and her slightest touch enflames his deepest passions when an old danger stalks maggie to the high hills of
scotland jared swears to move heaven and earth to keep her safe he s hot he s tough he s dangerous bestselling
suspense writer taylor o toole has a huge problem almost overnight her quiet humdrum life is starting to resemble
one of her novels who knew that a little unofficial surveillance for a friend would backfire throwing her into the
crosshairs of a stalker and why does her sexy new neighbor always seem to turn up when things start heading south
he s a navy seal with a top secret mission her when navy seal jack broussard is called back from a dangerous mission
the last thing he expects is a top secret assignment protecting a beautiful mystery writer jack can drop a kidnapper
with his bare hands run airtight surveillance and cook a mean lasagna but tangling with his unpredictable neighbor is
enough to drive any man crazy like it or not his new orders are to keep taylor o toole in his sights after all she could
be a key link in the government search for a missing navy scientist but when an attempt on taylor o toole s life ratchets up the stakes jack knows he d better watch his heart because suddenly the chase is on and seduction has never been so close or so dangerous when cathlin o neill finds herself named in a strange bequest she must spend seven days and nights in the british abbey where her mother was murdered years before along with dominic montserrat her co inheritor and protector the twenty first wish

when robyn Mulligan s dreams of becoming a star give way to longing for her childhood home she returns to run her grandmother s knitting store but the handsome hottempered t j passman isn t making it easy if he can learn to trust robyn and overcome his tragic past they just might discover a passion like no other return to summer island by christina skye after a devastating car accident caro mcneal is welcomed by a community of knitters on oregon s sleepy summer island but when life takes another unexpected turn will caro pick up the threads of hope opening her heart to wherever it takes her she s hot he s tough he s dangerous bestselling suspense writer taylor o toole has a huge problem almost overnight her quiet humdrum life is starting to resemble one of her novels who knew that a little unofficial surveillance for a friend would backfire throwing her into the crosshairs of a stalker and why does her sexy new neighbor always seem to turn up when things start going south he s a navy seal with a top secret mission her when navy seal jack broussard is called back from a dangerous mission the last thing he expects is a top secret assignment protecting a beautiful mystery writer jack can drop a kidnapper with his bare hands run airtight surveillance and cook a mean lasagna but tangling with his unpredictable neighbor is enough to drive any man crazy like it or not his new orders are to keep taylor o toole in his sights after all she could be a key link in the government search for a missing navy scientist but when an attempt on taylor s life ratchets up the stakes jack knows he d better watch his heart because suddenly the chase is on and seduction has never been so close or so dangerous when a beautiful hotel investigator teams up with an irresistible navy seal going undercover could take them over the top two fbi agents are dead a top secret government lab animal has been stolen now hawk mackenzie just walked in on a naked woman in his hotel shower she says she s royalty and has the attitude to match whether this arousing female is a true blue blood or not the combat trained navy seal isn t letting her out of his sight actually a hotel investigator in disguise jess Mulcahey can t believe she s being held against her will by this gorgeous commando who s about to blow her cover lucky for her she s good at narrow escapes but just when she hits the road dodging bullets and outwitting cold blooded pursuers her luck bottoms out and hawk is her only hope of protection a few stolen hours in a stalled elevator show jess a different more sensual side to the hard edged seal now the two are closing in on their missing government secrets and trying hard to ignore their memories but they re about to discover that the most dangerous revelations come from an unguarded heart from the author of code name nanny comes this irresistible romantic thriller when jess mulcahey finds herself baby sitting a top secret koala bear she s tossed into a whirlwind of navy seals and ransom notes perfect for fans of maeve binchy candis a handmade happy ever after three popular romance authors bring their talents together in a collection of original pieces of short fiction inspired by the lives and work of the recipients of harlequin s more than words award a collection of three stories about love and knitting includes susan mallery s coming unraveled in which robyn Mulligan returns home to run her grandmother s knitting store and meets handsome t j passman annie o toole has a past the last time annie saw sam they were lying in each other s arms beneath a canopy of stars now annie paces a secluded airfield at midnight awaiting the arrival of an unmarked navy helicopter her assignment get this navy seal back into fighting form pronto and keep his identity a secret but who s going to protect her from a man who looks at her as if she were a stranger and who doesn t remember the one night she ll never forget his name is sam mckade six foot four inches of tough trained professional sam risked his life in an act of rare courage saving a busload of schoolchildren from certain death but becoming america s newest media hero she ll never forget his name is sam mckade six foot four inches of tough trained professional sam risked his life in an act of rare courage saving a busload of schoolchildren from certain death but becoming america s newest media hero
As the grounds of his beautiful English abbey, Adrian Draycott has given up all hope of peace but when Gray Mackenzie appears with all her secrets and charm, the winds of danger and earthly desire suddenly find this sexy spirit turning all male flesh and blood American heiress Jamee Night returns to the highlands of her ancestors determined to put her disturbing dreams and an icy killer bent on revenge now a generations old promise with some otherworldly help is pulling them toward a powerful and timeless destiny at home by the sea. The first book in a brand new series by New York Times bestselling author Skye featuring characters from her novella The Knitting Diaries Original Jenna. Fällt fast der Kochlöffel aus der Hand ein älteres Hippie-Pärchen betritt ihren Kochshop und erklärt sie sei ihre leibliche Tochter dass Jenna adoptiert ist wusste sie kein Problem aber andere Eltern wollte sie eigentlich nicht auch wenn die beiden betagten Blumenkinder jetzt Kunstvoll die Macht der Liebe beschwören aber damit nicht genug ein toller Typ schreibt sich in Jennas Kurs ein er anscheinend mehr im Sinn hat als nur in der Küche seinen Mann zu stehen will mit Jenna flirten fast paced action vivid detail a touch of the paranormal and hot lovemaking will please readers of adventure romance booklist Nell Macinnes can spot a forgery from a mile away after all she learned from the best her father is one of the art world's most notorious thieves his brutal beating by the very authorities who claim to keep the world safe from harm taught her one more valuable lesson trust no one. The last thing rugged Navy SEAL Dakota Smith needs on his mission is a tempting woman he doesn't trust but a sketch by Leonardo da Vinci has gone missing and the art conservator's skill in detecting forgery would be invaluable if only her ties to the criminal world are as dead as she says they are soon an edgy partnership and white hot attraction are forged between Nell and Dakota as they race to Draycott Abbey to track down a ruthless criminal with terrorist ties before time runs out and the da Vinci is lost forever. Christina Skye weaves an exciting action packed romance that once again connects another puzzle piece to the Draycott Abbey Mystery. A fabulous read fresh fiction love transcends time in a fan favorite classic and a darkly seductive tale set at Draycott Abbey from the New York Times bestselling author Christmas Knight as Christmas approaches Hope O'Hara is in desperate straits unless she can find paying guests for the house she has lovingly restored she'll lose it to creditors enter one literal knight in shining armor valiant and virile Ronan MacLeod who is swept seven hundred years through time to save hope from a potentially fatal accident and to discover a passion for the ages. Moonrise devastated by a colleague's death and drawn to a thirteenth century mystery FBI agent Sara Nightingale arrives at Draycott Abbey for research and a much needed getaway only there she meets Navarre a warrior from the Crusades who has been sent forth to avenge the guardian ghost of the abbey Navarre and Sara cannot deny the centuries old connection they feel or the danger that surfaces from both the past and the present praise for Christina Skye and the Draycott Abbey series fast paced action vivid detail a touch of the paranormal and hot lovemaking will please readers of adventure romance while fans of Skye's Draycott Abbey and Code Name series will enjoy this clever union of the two booklist On to Catch a Thief Christina Skye's delightfully haunting Draycott Abbey tales pass the test of time as they remain some of the better romantic fantasies available.
Come the Night

1994

with all england trembling at his criminal exploits a highwayman finds himself undefended against the beauty of silver st clair who seeks his aid in recovering her family s precious formula for an exquisite perfume

Season of Wishes

1997

jamee night was a kidnapping victim when she was a little girl and now her family fears the heiress and businesswoman may be in danger again unknown to her they hire kidnapping expert ian mcall to protect her and soon the two are drawn together in ways new to the reserved jamee meanwhile the threat to jamee is coming closer to the rocky coast as yuletide draws near under the watchful eye of the ghosts of draycott abbey

Christmas Knight

1998

just when she s on the brink of losing her scottish estate a woman is saved by a mysterious stranger who claims that he is a medieval knight

Bound by Dreams

2012-09-17

american travel expert kiera morissey is adept at getting in and out of tight spots but when a deathbed promise brings kiera back to draycott abbey she meets rugged scotsman calan mackay and her life is changed forever for fifteen years changed by turns to a swift creature of night calan has used his deadly strength and speed to protect but he wakes with bruises on his body and blood on his hands and kiera may be the key to getting his life back calan stirs emotions in kiera that she s never felt before getting in and out may be her skill yet she finds it impossible to leave the abbey until she s unraveled its mysteries and calan s dark secret but will the shadows from the past and an ancient vow of evil threaten the future they may have together

A Home by the Sea

2014-01-01

sometimes appearances aren t what they seem grace lindstrom has followed her fiancé across three continents starry eyed in love and full of hope but when grace realizes the life she s been living is nothing but a lie she returns home to summer island the sleepy town where she grew up to put the pieces of her life back together by day she perfects rare chocolate recipes for a new book by night she helps her father at his veterinary clinic until the moment sam walker comes into her life just home from duty in pakistan sam has too much baggage of his own to deal with a heartbroken chef but when a violent storm traps them together for a night he learns there s more to grace than he imagined and suddenly she s all that matters complex and multi faceted skye has written one finely crafted very romantic love story publishers weekly on bride of the mist a delightful story about healing forgiveness and love all neatly wrapped up in a ball of yarn 1 new york times bestselling author debbie macomber
Code Name: Baby

2005-11-01

My Spy

2004-06

annie o toole has a past the last time annie saw sam they were lying in each other s arms beneath a canopy of stars now annie paces a secluded airfield at midnight awaiting the arrival of an unmarked navy helicopter her assignment get this navy seal back into fighting form pronto and keep his identity a secret but who s going to protect her from a man who looks at her as if she were a stranger and who doesn t remember the one night she ll never forget his name is sam mckade six foot four inches of tough trained professional sam risked his life in an act of rare courage saving a busload of schoolchildren from certain death but becoming america s newest media hero can be dangerous for a man with an undercover past sam could do a lot worse than this secluded beach resort ditto the sexy therapist who seems maddeningly familiar if he only knew where or when but he s about to find out as a dangerous enemy surfaces out of his shadowed past leaving a trail of bodies right to annie s door now the rugged seal who doesn t believe in love or commitment is about to risk everything because for sam mckade protecting this woman this extraordinary woman has become the most important mission of his life

The Knitting Diaries

2016-09-01

knitting is many things to many people knitting is a way of life the twenty first wish by debbie macomber widow anne marie roche and her adopted daughter ten year old ellen have each written a list of twenty wishes on which they included learning to knit like many of their wishes it s come true and now they knit every day but ellen has quietly added a twenty first wish that her mom will fall in love with tim ellen s birth father who has recently entered their lives knitting is a passion coming unraveled by susan mallery when robyn mulligan s dreams of becoming a broadway star give way to an intense longing for her childhood home she decides it s time to make a fresh start back in texas running her grandmother s knitting store but the handsome hot tempered t j pasman who s joined the shop s knitting circle isn t making it easy if he can learn to trust robyn and overcome his tragic past they just might discover a passion like no other knitting is a comfort return to summer island by christina skye after a devastating car accident caro mcneal finds healing on oregon s sleepy summer island where she s warmly embraced by a community of knitters she also finds meaning and purpose in the letters she exchanges with a marine serving in afghanistan but when life takes another unexpected turn will caro untangle her fears and pick up the threads of hope

Come the Dawn

1995

come the dawn continues the story of the aristocratic delamere family that readers were captivated by in come the night this time the focus falls on india the beautiful and headstrong sister of come the night s hero luc delamere who falls in love with the rakish devlyn carlisle they meet briefly and innocently as children and again ten years later when as adults they fall deeply into a passionate affair the napoleonic wars soon tear devlyn away but not before the two are joined in a secret wedding bond when devlyn is betrayed by a comrade in arms and presumed dead india swears to continue her life alone without the love that she prided above all else until one night a stranger with a familiar smile appears in a crowded ballroom and india is plunged into a mystery to discover who betrayed devlyn
and to find a way to love again

**The Knitting Diaries**

2011

A collection of three stories about love and knitting includes Susan Mallery's *Coming Unraveled* in which Robyn Mulligan returns home to run her grandmother's knitting store and meets handsome T.J. Passman.

**Enchantment & Bridge of Dreams**

2012-09-17

Enchantment: the search for a priceless painting drew Kacey Mallory to Draycott Abbey. The lure of white hot passion holds her there could Enigmatic Lord Draycott guard the key to her past and the promise of her future? Bridge of dreams behind the walls of a beautiful English Abbey, Cathlin O'Neill is forced to confront deepest sorrow and the ghosts of an ancient love as she and rugged bodyguard Dominic Montserrat haunted by his own shadowed past race against time to solve a centuries-old mystery and free a forgotten passion that burns anew.

**Key to Forever**

2004-06-29

Once raised to defend a doomed Scottish queen, the Cameron sword lies hidden guarded by a deadly curse only the bravest dare seek the fabled blade and the rare treasure it contains. A British earl with gypsy blood Alexei Cameron shared an extraordinary night with a beautiful stranger who vanished with the dawn. Now she is back in his life bound to him in a chilling mission. A tour guide at beautiful Draycott Abbey and an expert on ancient weaponry, Joanna Russell had good reasons for abandoning Alex after their unforgettable night of passion, but she must forget her haunted past to solve the puzzle of the lost Cameron sword confronting dark secrets and an enemy who knows too much to find their treasure. Alex and Joanna must fulfill their destiny set centuries before for the key to an ancient mystery lies in a passion reborn and in a haunting love too long denied.

**Draycott Everlasting**

2009-11-01

Christmas Knight: as Christmas approaches Hope O'Hara is in desperate straits unless she can find paying guests for the house she has lovingly restored. She'll lose it to creditors. Enter one literal knight in shining armor Valiant and virile Ronan MacLeod who is swept 700 years through time to save Hope from a potentially fatal accident and to discover a passion for the ages. Moonrise: devastated by a colleague's death and drawn to a thirteenth century mystery, FBI agent Sara Nightingale arrives at Draycott Abbey for research and a much-needed getaway. Only there she meets Navarre, a warrior from the Crusades who has been sent forth to avenge the Guardian Ghost of the Abbey. Navarre and Sara cannot deny the centuries-old connection they feel or the danger that surfaces from both the past and the present.

**To Catch a Thief**

2008-09-01

Nell Macinnes can spot a forgery from a mile away after all she learned from the best. Her father is one of the art world
s most notorious thieves his brutal beating by the very authorities who claim to keep the world safe from harm taught her one more valuable lesson trust no one the last thing rugged navy seal dakota smith needs on his mission is a tempting woman he doesn t trust but a sketch by leonardo da vinci has gone missing and the art conservator s skill in detecting forgery would be invaluable if only her ties to the criminal world are as dead as she says they are soon an edgy partnership and white hot attraction are forged between nell and dakota as they race to draycott abbey to track down a ruthless criminal with terrorist ties before time runs out and the da vinci is lost forever

**Code Name: Bikini**

2007-07-01

ex cop gina ryan traded in her smith wesson to follow a dream now she s creating decadent desserts aboard a luxury cruise ship in the caribbean but a gorgeous passenger is about to send her perfect world up in smoke trace o halloran is a hard edged navy seal under strict orders to take some high seas r r there s a shipload of women in bikinis eager to help him unwind so why can t he take his mind off the stubborn pastry chef with an attitude the size of montana when a dangerous assassin from trace s past appears gina and trace must join forces to save the ship s guests the clock is ticking and they ll need every weapon at hand from body armor to chocolate ganache

**The Ruby**

1992

teal eyed enchantress barrett winslow fled through the gaslit london streets staked by a ruthless enemy in search of a secret she can never reveal and when fate tosses her into the arms of an exotic stranger she finds herself swept away to a brazen steamy paradise that hides deadly secrets and forbidden passions fierce protector or dark betrayer to london s rich and powerful he is deveril pagan viscount st cyr envied by all men and desired by all women but in the mist covered emerald hills of ceylon he is called the tiger sahib and for him the priceless fabled ruby is only a curse its blood red facets pulsing with savage power that drive men to unquenchable greed and women to unspeakable desire lovers bound by dark destiny from the glittering corridors of london s elite to the wind swept shores of colonial ceylon they tried to flee their fierce fate which throbbed in the crimson heart of the legendary jewel driving the lovers to stolen passion and unthinkable evil in the sultry tropical night for there only one man stands between barrett and the darkness and he might just be the greatest threat of all

**Code Name: Nanny**

2004-06-01

forget about counterterrorism organized crime and money laundering female fbi agent summer mulcahey is about to enter the terrifying world of ballet classes science tutorials and carpooling after working six months straight on a hideous kidnapping case all summer mulcahey wants is a serious dose of sun surf and sangria instead she gets her craziest assignment yet going undercover as a nanny for the family of san francisco s female da who s poised for a splashy high society wedding to the country s most popular senator code name nanny is classic christina skye sexy riveting and unforgettable

**Draycott Eternal**

2012-09-17

forever fated to wander within the grounds of his beautiful english abbey adrian draycott has given up all hope of
peace but when gray mackenzie appears with all her secrets and charm the winds of danger and earthly desire suddenly find this sexy spirit turning all male flesh and blood american heiress jamee night returns to the highlands of her ancestors determined to put her dark memories to rest but when danger closes in only rugged scotsman ian mcall can protect jamee from her disturbing dreams and an icy killer bent on revenge now a generations old promise with some otherworldly help is pulling them toward a powerful and timeless destiny

2000 Kisses

2009-01-16

a year 2000 computer glitch got her 1 million and a cowboy and the wildest adventure of her life p r whiz tess o mara is burned out she s looking for a change something wild and crazy the year 2000 has arrived and that s when the trouble begins a computer glitch has deposited one million dollars into her bank account problem is it s somebody else s money somebody who s willing to kill to find it and tess has already spent a big chunk of it on a new wardrobe and a powder blue mercedes convertible suddenly tess is running for her life as fast and as far as she can go until she reaches the sleepy desert town of almost arizona sheriff jake mcall a dead ringer for mel gibson is there to catch her as she careens into town and collapses from heatstroke in his arms jake s prepared for anything except the spoiled city slicker with trouble in her wake the last thing he expects is to fall for her but as danger tracks tess to her door something unexpected happens that will transform two very different people and one dusty dead end town forever

The Accidental Bride

2012-10-01

when her friends order her to take a vacation successful chef jilly o hara is less than enthused she may be overworked but a trip to the mountains is not her idea of fun especially when she s roped into an outrageous scheme to pose as a happy bride all to fulfill the kindly resort owner s dreams of once again hosting a lavish wedding but the ruggedly handsome make believe groom may just make it tolerable walker hale has kept to himself since his return from active duty but the next thing he knows he s also playing along with the wedding charade even this jaded loner isn t immune to jilly s quirky charm or her beauty but vacations have to end sometime and they ll soon have to decide if the feelings between them were more than pretend

Defiant Captive

1990

the excelsior hotel and casino built in las vegas in 1960 by mobster louis the lip lafica for decades the towering hotel has been the subject of incredible stories and rumors that have kept it in the public eye the world around why have so many lovers been mysteriously magically magnetically drawn to this magnificent edifice and why now have so many bestselling authors at last come together to reveal the adventures of these lovers who have stayed at the glorious excelsior

Romantic Times: Vegas: Book 2

2016-03-18

a woman of rare passion when maggie kincade arrives at draycott abbey she is stunned to fell that the weathered stone walls offer a safe haven fron the dangers of her past the tranquil english manor soothes her troubled soul until her peace is shattered by the tall sexy scotsman who claims he s been sent to protect her from the start maggie bristles
under jared macneill's piercing scrutiny yet his very touch jolts her heart and soul. A highland hero with a granite code of honor, Jared arrives at the hauntingly beautiful abbey under protest, vowing this assignment will be his very last. But he is enchanted by the breathtaking American assigned to his care. Despite all his honorable vows, Maggie's bravery intrigues him, and her slightest touch enflames his deepest passions. When an old danger stalks Maggie to the high hills of Scotland, Jared swears to move heaven and earth to keep her safe.

**East of Forever**

1993

He's hot. He's tough. He's dangerous. Bestselling suspense writer Taylor O'Toole has a huge problem. Almost overnight her quiet humdrum life is starting to resemble one of her novels. Who knew that a little unofficial surveillance for a friend would backfire, throwing her into the crosshairs of a stalker? And why does her sexy new neighbor always seem to turn up when things start heading south? He's a Navy SEAL with a top secret mission. When Navy SEAL Jack Broussard is called back from a dangerous mission, the last thing he expects is a top secret assignment protecting a beautiful mystery writer. Jack can drop a kidnapper with his bare hands, run airtight surveillance, and cook a mean lasagna. But tangling with his unpredictable neighbor is enough to drive any man crazy. Like it or not, his new orders are to keep Taylor O'Toole in his sights. After all, she could be a key link in the government search for a missing Navy scientist. But when an attempt on Taylor's life ratchets up the stakes, Jack knows he'd better watch his heart because suddenly the chase is on and seduction has never been so close or so dangerous.

**The Black Rose**

1991

When Cathlin O'Neill finds herself named in a strange bequest, she must spend seven days and nights in the British Abbey where her mother was murdered years before—along with Dominic Montserrat, her co-inheritor and protector.

**The Perfect Gift**

1999-10-01

The twenty first wish by Debbie Macomber. Anne Marie Roche and her adopted daughter, ten year old Ellen, have each written a list of twenty wishes on which they included learning to knit. But Ellen has added a twenty first wish that her mum will fall in love with Tim, Ellen's birth father. Coming unraveled by Susan Mallery when Robyn Mulligan's dreams of becoming a star give way to longing for her childhood home, she returns to run her grandmother's knitting store but the handsome, hot-tempered T.J. Passman isn't making it easy. If he can learn to trust Robyn and overcome his tragic past, they just might discover a passion like no other. Return to Summer Island by Christina Skye after a devastating car accident, Caro McNeal is welcomed by a community of knitters on Oregon's sleepy Summer Island, but when life takes another unexpected turn, will Caro pick up the threads of hope, opening her heart to wherever it takes her.

**Hot Pursuit**

2004-06

He's hot. He's tough. He's dangerous. Bestselling suspense writer Taylor O'Toole has a huge problem. Almost overnight, her quiet humdrum life is starting to resemble one of her novels. Who knew that a little unofficial surveillance for a friend...
would backfire throwing her into the crosshairs of a stalker and why does her sexy new neighbor always seem to turn up when things start heading south he s a navy seal with a top secret mission her when navy seal jack broussard is called back from a dangerous mission the last thing he expects is a top secret assignment protecting a beautiful mystery writer jack can drop a kidnapper with his bare hands run airtight surveillance and cook a mean lasagna but tangling with his unpredictable neighbor is enough to drive any man crazy like it or not his new orders are to keep taylor o tole in his sights after all she could be a key link in the government search for a missing navy scientist but when an attempt on taylor s life ratchets up the stakes jack knows he d better watch his heart because suddenly the chase is on and seduction has never been so close or so dangerous

**Bridge of Dreams**

1995

when a beautiful hotel investigator teams up with an irresistible navy seal going undercover could take them over the top two fbi agents are dead a top secret government lab animal has been stolen now hawk mackenzie just walked in on a naked woman in his hotel shower she says she s royalty and has the attitude to match whether this arousing female is a true blue blood or not the combat trained navy seal isn t letting her out of his sight actually a hotel investigator in disguise jess mulcahey can t believe she s being held against her will by this gorgeous commando who s about to blow her cover lucky for her she s good at narrow escapes but just when she hits the road dodging bullets and outwitting cold blooded pursuers her luck bottoms out and hawk is her only hope of protection a few stolen hours in a stalled elevator show jess a different more sensual side to the hard edged seal now the two are closing in on their missing government secrets and trying hard to ignore their memories but they re about to discover that the most dangerous revelations come from an unguarded heart

**The Knitting Diaries/The Twenty-First Wish/Coming Unravelled/Return To Summer Island**

2011-10-01

from the author of code name nanny comes this irresistible romantic thriller when jess mulcahey finds herself baby sitting a top secret koala bear she s tossed into a whirlwind of navy seals and ransom notes

**Hot Pursuit**

2003-02-04

perfect for fans of maeve binchy candis a handmade happy ever after

**Code Name: Princess**

2004-09-28

three popular romance authors bring their talents together in a collection of original pieces of short fiction inspired by the lives and work of the recipients of harlequin s more than words award

**Code Name**

2004
a collection of three stories about love and knitting includes susan mallery's coming unraveled in which robyn mulligan returns home to run her grandmother's knitting store and meets handsome t.j pasman

The Knitting Diaries: The Twenty-First Wish / Coming Unravelled / Return to Summer Island

2012-09-07

annie o toole has a past the last time annie saw sam they were lying in each other's arms beneath a canopy of stars now annie paces a secluded airfield at midnight awaiting the arrival of an unmarked navy helicopter her assignment get this navy seal back into fighting form pronto and keep his identity a secret but who's going to protect her from a man who looks at her as if she were a stranger and who doesn't remember the one night she'll never forget his name is sam mckade six foot four inches of tough trained professional sam risked his life in an act of rare courage saving a busload of schoolchildren from certain death but becoming america's newest media hero can be dangerous for a man with an undercover past sam could do a lot worse than this secluded beach resort ditto the sexy therapist who seems maddeningly familiar if he only knew where or when but he's about to find out as a dangerous enemy surfaces out of his shadowed past leaving a trail of bodies right to annie's door now the rugged seal who doesn't believe in love or commitment is about to risk everything because for sam mckade protecting this woman this extraordinary woman has become the most important mission of his life

More Than Words, Where Dreams Begin

2013-02-26

forever fated to wander within the grounds of his beautiful english abbey adrian draycott has given up all hope of peace but when gray mackenzie appears with all her secrets and charm the winds of danger and earthly desire suddenly find this sexy spirit turning all male flesh and blood american heiress jamee night returns to the highlands of her ancestors determined to put her dark memories to rest but when danger closes in only rugged scotsman ian mcall can protect jamee from her disturbing dreams and an icy killer bent on revenge now a generations old promise with some otherworldly help is pulling them toward a powerful and timeless destiny

The Knitting Diaries

2011-03-29

at home by the sea marks the first book in a brand new series by new york times bestselling author skye featuring characters from her novella the knitting diaries original

My Spy

2008-12-18

ejenna fällt fast der kochlöffel aus der hand ein älteres hippie päärchen betritt ihren kochshop und erklärt sie sei ihre leibliche tochter dass jenna adoptiert ist wusste sie kein problem aber andere eltern wollte sie eigentlich nicht auch wenn die beiden betagten blumenkinder jetzt kunstvoll die macht der liebe beschwören aber damit nicht genug ein toller typ schreibt sich in jennas kurs ein der anscheinend mehr im sinn hat als nur in der küche seinen mann zu stehen er will mit jenna flirten
**Draycott Eternal**

2008-04-01

Fast paced action vivid detail a touch of the paranormal and hot lovemaking will please readers of adventure romance. Booklist Nell MacInnes can spot a forgery from a mile away after all she learned from the best. Her father is one of the art world’s most notorious thieves. His brutal beating by the very authorities who claim to keep the world safe from harm taught her one more valuable lesson: trust no one. The last thing rugged Navy SEAL Dakota Smith needs on his mission is a tempting woman he doesn’t trust, but a sketch by Leonardo da Vinci has gone missing and the art conservator’s skill in detecting forgery would be invaluable if only her ties to the criminal world are as dead as she says they are. Soon, an edgy partnership and white hot attraction are forged between Nell and Dakota as they race to Draycott Abbey to track down a ruthless criminal with terrorist ties before time runs out and the da Vinci is lost forever. Christina Skye weaves an exciting action packed romance that once again connects another puzzle piece to the Draycott Abbey mystery. A fabulous read.

**A Home by the Sea**

2011-10-18

Love transcends time in a fan favorite classic and a darkly seductive tale set at Draycott Abbey from the New York Times bestselling author Christmas Knight. As Christmas approaches, Hope O’Hara is in desperate straits unless she can find paying guests for the house she has lovingly restored. She’ll lose it to creditors. Enter one literal knight in shining armor, valiant and virile Ronan MacLeod who is swept seven hundred years through time to save Hope from a potentially fatal accident and to discover a passion for the ages. Moonrise, devastated by a colleague’s death and drawn to a thirteenth century mystery, FBI agent Sara Nightingale arrives at Draycott Abbey for research and a much needed getaway. Only there she meets Navarre, a warrior from the crusades who has been sent forth to avenge the guardian ghost of the Abbey. Navarre and Sara cannot deny the centuries old connection they feel or the danger that surfaces from both the past and the present. Praise for Christina Skye and the Draycott Abbey Series:

- Fast paced action vivid detail a touch of the paranormal and hot lovemaking will please readers of adventure romance.
- While fans of Skye’s Draycott Abbey and Code Name series will enjoy this clever union of the two booklist: To Catch a Thief.

Christina Skye weaves an exciting action packed romance that once again connects another puzzle piece to the Draycott Abbey mystery. A fabulous read.

**jennissimo**

2019-05-08

**To Catch a Thief**

2012-09-17

**Draycott Everlasting**

2012-09-17